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'1. Introduction 
In a precedin~ report-1) a survey was given of statistical 

problems connected with the mixing of fine-grained powders. 

Mixtures were considered. composed of indi vidua 1 11 grains 11 , a 11 

having the same size and the same shape 3 whereas the grains 

belonging to the different components only differ in colour and 

possibly in weight, 

In this 3econd report a beginning is made with the descrip

tion of methods which also may be applied when the abovemen

tioned restrictions are dropped. We examine here a statistical 

method of analysis which is focused on the discovery of a spe

cial kind of segregation 1 namely the gravitational segregation, 

i.e. a trend of the amount of one component in a vertical direc
tion, 

2. Gravitational segre~ation 

v,Je consider a mixture of k components A1 ).,., Ak which is 

d~vid~d into h layers by h-/ horizontal planes. Now we take from 

each layer a sample of the mixture which is small in proportion 

to the total content of the layer. To test whether the component 

A1 shows gravitational segregation) we proceed as follows. 2) 

In the i th sample we determine the weight- or volume-fraction 

f,, J) orA1 -particles. The distribution off will depend on 

the composition of the mixture, on variations in the size of th~ 

sample and on the method of analysis used. Because the mixture 

will not be completely homogeneous in the sense of the defini

tions~ or 6or report S 159, the size of the. sample expressed 

in units of weight will vary of the sample is taken e.g. as a 

level spoonful and finally the determination of the fraction 

will be subject to errors as the particles cannot be counted 

in practice but are e.g. submitted to a chemical analysis. 

In the following sections methods will be considered for 

testing the hypothesis H01 which states that the f are dis-.... ;,. 
tributed independently and have the same probability distribu-

tion for all L::::, I:; .. . )11.. In practical terms this means, that the 

k layers are equiv a lent as to their content of A I J i.e. that 

no segregation has taken place. 
---------..w 
1) J. HEMELRIJK; Statistical methods applied to the mixing of 

solid particles, I, reports 159 of the Statistical Depart

ment of the Mathematical Centre, Amsterdam 1954, 
2) This may be done for each of the components separately. 

3) Random variables are denoted by underlined symbols. 
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We especially want to have tests which are powerful against 

gravitational segregation, i.e. the occurence of large fractions 

in the lower layers and the contrary of this case, where the 

large fractions mostly occur in the top layers. 
It may be pointed out that the hypothesis H0 not necessarily 

implies that the mixing proces from which the mixture has resul

ted is a random one. If for instance the mixture is clotted as 

described in report S 159 1 page 15, where the lumps of the com

ponents are randomly mixed 1 /-10 is still satisfied. If the clotting 

occurs only in a part of the mixture 3 e.g. at the bottom of a 

pecket 1 then the sampling variatio~ of£ will become larger in 

that place so that flo no longer holds. This case will be dealt 

with in section 8. 

3, Coefficients of gravitational segregation 
Suppose we have taken a sample in each layer of the mixture 

and the fractions A, found are 

f ~ .. . , r"rv 
It is clear that the coefficient 

( 3. 1) ~ = f +- '- f '). +· · · · + ?'i f~ = 
is an adequate measure for segregation in a vertical direction. 

Because 1 given/'/, values for the fractions of component A,not 

yet allocated to specific layersJ 7 becomes larger according as . 

the larger values occur in the lower layers. 

For practical purposes it is advantageous to use another co

efficient j, instead of j 3 7, being statistcally speaking equi

valent to 7, viz./1'1, 
...,,- (_ . '"ht/) f 
(.. .... (,- ~ 1.: 

':::!' ' 
,, := V 7-}. c~ i_ ~) .f c ( _ 1. y 

c,;:/ 

( 3. 2) 

where f =~ '1 Z . The reasons for adopting q1 will be explained 
(,=' I· 

in the next section. 

We get an alternative coefficient if the f. values are ranln,d 
(,. 

according to their s1ze. Let r. be the rank off. If some of · 
{, I., 

the -f.- are equal the ranks which the equal values would possess 
if they were different are averaged and this average rank is al
located to each of the tied values. If we replace now in (3,2) 

{by~~ we get another coefficient of gravitational segregation 

(3,3) 

'r,.., 

.,- L/ ,; - '?J:.:t! \ 't . 
f-- ~.JI., 
i-::::1 
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The coefficients J and jlQ. can only assume values between 

-1 and +'1 and they have the s8me erty as q; they assume 
,/ ' 

larger values if the fractions in the lower layers are large, 

and low (negative) values if the large fractions occur in hith 

layers. 

4. Tests agalnst gravitational segregation, based on 

Under the hypothesis /fo and gj_ven 'h- values for{;>,,.) ( 1 • 

found in the samples irrespective of their allocation to the 

layers, all ~.1 permutations of these values over the layers 

are equally probable. 

Each of these ?i / allocations gives one v alu~ of (Ji and 

each of these values thus has the probability :;:;,1 to occur. 

Thus the distribution function of~ under , give the values 

of ~, ... ) ( without their allocat;on, can be computed exactly, 

It is immediately clear that the distribution of 91 is symmetric, 

for~ if a permutation of -f, . .. , frv is replaced by the permutation 

in oppositE:' order, q changes j_nto - q • Therefore the expected 
(I I J' I 

value of j, , under 1-,~ 3 is 

Further we have '1) 

r ;:o :c 

C f 1 = ?,,-/ 

( 4. 2) 
CP - z c. (/! = 0 

{. 

,-n 
( l, 
l ... , .!r/ ' ::;::: 

If the last term between square brackets is not too large, 

a useful approximation of the probabi 11 ty density of ji is g1.ven 
by the density: 

(4,3) B /J... J,,,,, 
L2. '2.'' 

/.; ~ Cl ~ 1) , 
C - cl' "'" 

The first four mo men ts of this dis tri but ion are o, ??-! .) o and 
3 

____ 1:,__~ __ :nd thus agree closely with those of f!r, if Ha is true. 

1) Proofs of the results stated in this section will be given 

in the appendix. 
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Further it is known that 5 under rather weak restrictions 

j, ls asymptotically normally distributed (cf. the appendix), 

Depending on the valuE of~ one of the following tests may 

now be applied: 

a) 'h.i 6-. 

In this case we use the exact method by computing, if the 

value of 71 found is > 0 5 how many permutations of f~ ... ) ( 
give a value of ;J; which is as large or larger than the value ,, 
at hand. If 1, is negative we want the number of permutations 

giving values equal to or smaller than f, . If this number is k , 
then the two-sided probability of exceedance (two-sided tail 

probability) of the value of 91 found is ~f . I.e. 
V ~. 

f [It,/;, ~1 /~lo;{" ... ,(]·= i~' 
where <J_, denotes the random variable, under //0 , ?, the value 

found in the experiment and ~ 1 •. ,, (. the fractions of A I in the 

samples irrespective of their allocation to the layers. 

In the following example we have 5 layers in which the 

fractions of A, are 

{ layer '1 2 3 4 5 
(4.4) fraction O. ,17 0.21 0.30 0.29 0.27 

The corresponding value of CJ, is 0.793. The permutations giving 

the largest values of I' are 

permutation numerator off 
oi:62 0.17 0.21 0.27 0.29 0.30 0,34 

O .17 0.21 0.27 0.30 0.29 0.33 0.934 
O .17 0.21 0.29 0,27 0.30 0.32 0.906 
O. '17 0.21 0.30 0.27 0.29 0.30 o.849 
0.21 O. 17 0,27 0.29 0,30 0,30 o.849 
O .17 0.21 0.29 0.30 0.27 0.29 0.821 
0.21 O .17 0.27 0.30 0.29 0.29 0.821 
O. 17 0.27 0.21 0.29 0.30 0.28 0.793 
0.21 O .17 0.29 0.27 0.30 0.28 0.793 

~ 0.17 0. 21 0.30 0.29 0.27 0.28 0.793 
O .17 0,27 · O. 21 0.30 0.29 0.27 0.764 

The probability of getting 1 under /'6, a value as large as or 

larger than ?, is therefore f7:::: 1{ • The two-sided probab:i .. J.ity 

of exce edance is thus .Z K 1i' .:::- 0.17. In this case there is cons e -

quently no reason for rejecting /-fo. 
We may remark here that for the application of this test it 

is not necessary to compute the J, values belonging to the Oif

ferent permutations. It suffices to consider the numerators of 

di 9 or the values of / as defined by ( 3 .1), which differ from 

the numerators only by a constant. 
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b) S"(a '>i.~ :2.0. 

If~ b~comes larger than 5, the determination of the exact 

distribution off, becomes rather laborious. We can than use 

the approximation (4.J). When/✓ has the distribution (4.3), 
then 

(4.5) J. Y??-;.. . C!1 
.!::-1 = .R' 

/f 1-_lt'J. 

has STUDENT's distribution with (~-2) degrees of freedom and 

we can use the tables of.this distribution. 

c) h)2.o. 
If 'h., is large we can use the normal (0,1) approximation 

for the variate f/'i;::;. J/1. 
In th,:, case of our example, where 'JJ= S-, both approximatlons 

b) and c) give 0,11 for the bilateral tail probability of ,fl;= 

:::.0.793. We see that both approximations give rather poor result.a 

in this caBeJ the exact value being 0.17, 

5. Tests based on fl~ 
!: 

The approximation (4.J) for the distribution of jt holds 

satisfactorily only of the distribution of t does not depart 

too much from the normal distribution. If for instance outlying 

observations occurr among the ~ it is better to use cf;i.. instead 

of j, . The coefficient 92 is identical with the coefficient of 

rank correlation f of SPEARMAN (cf. M.G. KENDALL (1955), p. 21). 

KENDALL gives a table of the exact distribution of 'l~ up to >i==: /0 

If ?-i>towe can use the normal (0J1) approximation for the va--

r i ate v;;::; . 2 2.. 

Applying this method to our ex amp le ( 4. 4) we get j:1..::: a. lo 
Both the exact distribution and the normal approximation g1-v0 

a probability of exceedance (two-sided) of 0.23, 

The use of p~ has the disadvantage that it is presumably 

less powerful than that of j, J that is a possible gravi tatlonal 

segregation is detected less easily. 

6. More than one observation per layer 

If we take in the i layer ~ samples 

~/)' ' ' ) ~ t, 

£,~- -~l-t~ 
we can apply a test against trend for groups of observations 
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(cf. T .J. TERPSTRA ( 1S52)), --i) 

7. The comparisons of two values of q. 
IJ 

The question also arises to test whether two mixtures have the 

~ gravitational segregation, not necessarily equal to zero. 

If a number of independent series of observations is available 

for each mixture, methods are available to test the equality of 

two (or more) segregations. 

Suppose e.g. one is interested in knowing whether shaking 

of a mixture influences the gravitational segregation. In this 

case we devide a number of quantities of the mixture at random 

into two groups and determine the values of ft or ,f!:i. of both 

groups after shaking the units of one of the groups during some 

time. 

We then compare the two groups of q -values by means of a 
(/ 

distributionfree two-sample test 2 for instance WIT,C'JXON 1 t3 test 

(cf. H.B. MANN and D.R. WHITNEY (1947)). 

8. Clotting in a part of the mixture 

As was pointed out in section 2 the variance of {.will be 
- I., 

different fJfo'l.different values of l. if part of the mixture 1f:l 

clotted. ThereforE the assumptions used in determining the J" ens-

tributions of~ and½ are then no more satisfied. But if no 
(/ (/ 

gravitation a 1 -s egre gal. ion has occurred the expected values of 

the f 111Jill still be the same for all c; and therefore 
-l, 

( 8 .1) 
c1i 

(~ <:?~ ::::· 0 
t,'.' 

still holds. 

For testing against gravitational segregation we may then 

analyse a number of packets of the mixture and compute for each 

packet the value~ of q 1 • This gives a set of values of C/1 : L , 1 

.tf II J · · • , fil:. 
We may then test whether the expectation of the Ju: C<; . .z:10 . ,() 

is equal to zero by means of STUDENT 1 s test for the mean of a 

normal distribution. The test statistic of this test is 

( 8. 2) _J.. 
l. -

Q 
,,,/ 1 i 

Jl /IT-
y k~-; 

.r 
I , 'Q CI,, 

\ _L ,-
q1i ) -·- h; 

c_ 
:.1 £ 

1) A modified form of this test will be described in a forth

coming paper by the same author. A description (in Dutch) 1s 

also given in the mPmorandurn report S 168 (M 61) of the Statis

tical Department of the Mathematical Centre, 
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which has, approximately, a Student d:Lstribution with k-- f degrees 

of freedom if no segregat:Lon is present) assuming approximate 

normality arnJ equnl variances for the variates 91 ,.:. 

Instead of th:Ls test we may also apply a distributionfree 

tEst for symmetry (cf, e.g, J, HEMELRIJK (1950)), avoiding the 

assumptions of normality and equality of variances. This test 

also has an approximate character, because the distribution of 

the q, need not be exactly symmetric. g_h 

9. Appendix 

Our coeffici nt 0, as defined by (3,2) is a special case of 
C'' 

the co~fficient of correlation i of E.J.G. PITMAN (1937) deter-

mined from a set of pairt:d pbservat ions ,'t~, CJ,; x..,,, Y~ _;, , . ~ x~" IJ.,,: 

( 9, 1) 

PITMAN has computed the first four moments oft under the 

assumption that all 'h /possible sets of pairs 2::0 :J ~:Lven the 

numbers Jct> .. ,x,,_andyP ... , <j"rl, are 13ej_ually probable, '11 hc';Se moments 

are 

Ct: = C), 

···"t., ! 
),-. ,., :!. 
'-··· i.,, = )'I -~/ ' 

( 9. 2) 

whsre 

and k?-..) k:3 and kf are the correspondin_g expressions in the !:Jc.. 
Substituting :t.L..:- i.. and ...1U0 .-=: ·f j we get t-:::: q1 and the moments 

as given by (!+.1) and (4.2) 
i --· C 

Further W, HOEFFDING (1952) has shown that under~ the test 
statistic 
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(9.3) V-··························•·············· 
"5" I \,<. 
L_ l a_l· --Ci,) 

----·•~--·····-······--··----

where a/}' . . ;, ah are givu1 numbr0 rs 1s as 

distributed if { / f, ji< DQ and 

17',.QrM. ( Ct;, - Cl,) ;z, 
l~i.S"rl ' 

z.· {,a.;;.-- a.) g 

(9.4) 

If we take ai=i, we get 

satisfied, which proves the 

c ! E /3 < DQ 

totically normal 

and condition (9,4) is 

normality of fj; , ided 

Final E.L. LEHMANN and C. STEIN (1949) have shown that the 

test based on (9.3) is most powerful for testing th against the 

alternErtive that the L· are normally distributed with mean 

a~•§+ 7 and common variance vz.. So our test based on I is 

most powerful ainst t 2.lternative that the fare normall 

distributed ile the means show a linear trend. 
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